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Evaluation of the Week

The group has worked on the design and implementation of history mechanism for the actions taken by the user this week. Also a background worker manager that will handle the queuing of processes was discussed during the weekly meeting. The implementation of plugin filtering and loading was finished and integrated into the package. Image serialization layer was abstracted from the Image class on this week. Prototype of project saving mechanism is written and will be extended to handle the whole saving process. The build and deploy process have been worked out completely and replaced with the build system of gnu autotools.

Personal Performance Reports

Okan AKALIN

I have worked on the design and implementation of undo/redo mechanism. I have also worked on various parts of Photokan and made implementations accordingly.

Kazım Işık

I worked on the serialization of xml tree data and implemented the infrastructure for the process. The whole ProjectFactory class will be ready by the next week.

Görkem Kurt

I have worked the new timeline design to reflect the assignment distribution among group members.

Yunus Olgun

I started working on brightness and contrast adjustment as part of the image processor tool.